The human motor system can rapidly adapt its motor output in response to errors, reducing errors in 2 subsequent movements and thereby improving performance. It remains unclear, however, exactly what 3 mechanism supports this learning. It has been proposed that the implicit adaptation of motor commands 4 in response to errors occurs through updating an internal forward model which predicts the consequences 5 of motor commands. This model can then be used to select appropriate motor commands that will lead 6 to a desired outcome. Alternatively, however, it has been suggested that implicit adaptation might occur 7 by using errors to directly update an underlying policy (often referred to as an inverse model). There is 8
Introduction 14
When we make errors in our movements, the motor system automatically adapts its output in the next 15 movement in order to reduce the error ( Wolpert, 1996 Wolpert, , 1996 Shadmehr et al., 2010; . Some theories posit that adaptation 27 reflects direct updating of the policy that maps movement goals (e.g. target location) to motor output 28 (e.g. reach direction). Other theories have suggested instead that adaptation reflects updating of an 29 internal forward model that predicts the consequences of motor output, and is then used to guide action 30 selection. Although there has been substantial progress in recent years in characterizing behavior in 31 adaptation paradigms and in identifying its neural basis, none of this work has helped to resolve which of 32 these underlying mechanisms is responsible for adaptation. 33
Of the two candidate mechanisms described above, it has perhaps been most widely argued that implicit 34 adaptation reflects updating of an internal forward model ( Figure  1A ) - a network within the brain that 35 predicts the consequences of outgoing motor commands (Bastian, 2006 principle, a learned forward model can also be used to plan actions that will achieve success in a perturbed 42 environment ( Figure  1C ) ( Miall & Wolpert, 1996) , which we refer to as forward--model--based learning. Consistent with 44 this idea, implicit adaptation has been found to be driven by sensory--prediction error (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 45 2006; Morehead et al., 2017; Taylor & Ivry, 2011; . The dependence of adaptation on 46 sensory--prediction error both implies the existence of a sensory prediction (i.e. the output of a forward 47 model) and suggests that adaptation is primarily concerned with eliminating errors in sensory prediction, 48
i.e. updating the forward model. This finding has thus bolstered the belief that implicit adaptation of one's 49 movements in the presence of a perturbation is a consequence of having updated one's forward model. 50
An alternative way one might learn from errors, however, is to simply use them to directly adjust one's 51 policy or controller that specifies which actions to take to acquire different targets ( Figure 1B) ; if you 52 missed the target to the right, simply adjust your motor output to the left next time ( Figure 1E ). This 53 alternative possibility -which we refer to as direct policy learning -has also been widely proposed, 54 particularly in earlier accounts of sensorimotor adaptation (Abdelghani et al., 2008; Wolpert et al., 2001) . 55 Although seemingly a more straightforward approach, directly updating a policy based on observed errors 56 is hampered by the so--called "distal error problem" (Abdelghani et al., 2008; Jordan & Rumelhart, 1992) : 57 errors are observed in task coordinates but in order to update the controller it is necessary to know the 58 error in the outgoing motor command. Observed errors must therefore be translated from task space to 59 motor space before they can be used to update the controller. This translation requires precise knowledge 60 of the relationship between motor commands and task outcomes , which is 61
tantamount to knowing what actions to take in the first place. 62
In practice, using extrinsic errors to directly update one's controller can still work even if the mapping 63 between extrinsic errors and motor errors is not known exactly (Abdelghani et al., 2008; A. Haith & 64 Vijayakumar, 2009). So long as the assumed mapping between task errors and motor errors (often 65 referred to as a sensitivity derivative (Abdelghani et al., 2008) ) is approximately correct, updates to the 66 policy will still occur in approximately the right direction and performance will still improve from trial to 67 (u) . In the case of simple cursor perturbations, we take u to be the direction the hand moves (motor command) and y to be the direction the cursor will move (sensory outcome). When the predicted sensory outcome (ŷ) differs from the observed one (y), the resulting error can be used to update the forward model without further assumptions. The updated forward model can then be inverted to yield the appropriate motor command. B: In direct policy learning, sensory errors are used directly to update the policy (also often called an 'inverse model'). Here, the policy is a function mapping movement goals (y*), represented in terms of desired sensory outcomes, to appropriate motor commands (u) . Sensory errors must be translated to the motor domain, but this mapping depends on knowledge of the plant f (in mathematical terms, knowledge of the sensitivity derivative ∂f/∂u). In practice, direct policy learning must use an assumed mapping (Abdelghani & Tweed, 2010) . C,D: Performance of forward--model--based learning (C) and Direct policy learning (D) under visuomotor rotation. In this example, y = u at baseline (black line), and direct policy updating therefore assumes that ey = eu. The red line represents the perturbed mapping (a 90° visuomotor rotation, y = u + 90). Under both models, adaptive changes are appropriate for the shifted visuomotor map: the forward model adjusts to predict the shifted sensory outcomes of efferent motor commands, whereas direct policy updates drive motor output in a direction that reduces error. E: Response of direct policy learning to errors resulting from a visuomotor rotation. In response to a leftward error, motor output is shifted rightwards, reducing error in the next trial. F,G: Forward-model--based learning (F) and Direct policy learning (G) under mirror reversal. Under the mirror--reversal, y=--u, and therefore the relationship between task errors and motor errors is inverted: ey=--eu. If the sensitivity derivative used trial and eventually converge to zero error. However, this scheme of using an approximate translation of 68 task errors to motor errors is vulnerable to catastrophic failure if the relationship between motor 69 commands and task--level outcomes changes too drastically. For instance, if visual feedback becomes 70 mirror--inverted, updates to the controller will drive updates in the wrong direction, increasing errors over 71 time rather than reducing them ( Figure  1G ,H) (Abdelghani & Tweed, 2010; Lillicrap et al., 2013) . 72 Forward--model--based learning should not suffer from this problem since the output of the forward model 73 is in the same domain as the observed error. It ought, therefore, to be possible to stably learn a new 74
Figure 1. Forward--model--based learning and direct policy learning under visuomotor rotation and mirror reversal. A: Forward--model--based learning relies on updating an internal forward model which predicts the sensory consequences (y) of motor commands
forward model not only in the case of a visuomotor rotation ( Figure  1C ) but also in the case of a mirror 75 reversal ( Figure 1F ). Forward--model--based learning thus ought to ultimately converge on the correct 76 model and, consequently, enable appropriate compensation for the mirror--reversal. 77
Imposing a mirror--reversal therefore offers a way to dissociate whether implicit adaptation is driven by 78 forward--model--based learning or by direct policy learning: learning by directly updating the controller 79
should not be able to compensate for a mirror reversal, with errors instead increasing from trial to trial. 80
Learning based on updating a forward model should, however, be capable of compensating for a mirror 81 reversal. We therefore conducted a series of experiments designed to establish the properties of implicit 82 adaptation under mirror--reversed visual feedback, in order to determine which of these models provides 83 a better description of human implicit adaptation. 84
Results

85
We examined properties of implicit adaptation under mirror--reversal of visual feedback to determine the 86 underlying mechanism of implicit adaptation. Specifically, whether it is driven by the updating of a forward 87 model, which is then used to select the motor command (forward--model--based learning), or instead by 88 direct updates to a policy (direct policy learning). Whereas both architectures can explain adaptation to a 89 visuomotor rotation, they generate contrasting predictions about behavior under a mirror--reversal: 90 forward--model--based learning will allow successful compensation for a mirror reversal, while direct 91 updating of the policy will not, leading to errors that increase from trial to trial. 92 Implicit adaptation amplified errors at targets along the mirroring axis 93 In Experiment 1, participants made planar 12cm reaching movements to "shoot" through one of four 94 different targets arranged on the cardinal directions (Figure  2A,B) . Two targets were positioned on the 95 mirroring axis (on--axis targets) and two targets were positioned along a line perpendicular to the mirroring 96 axis (off--axis targets). Participants were instructed to move at a brisk speed through the presented target 97 upon receiving a go cue (peak velocity at baseline was 0.67±0.05m/s, mean±SEM). Participants first 98 experienced three blocks of unperturbed movements to familiarize them with the task and to assess 99 baseline behavior, both with visual feedback of the cursor (blocks 1 and 3) and without (block 2). 100 for direct policy learning is not updated accordingly, policy updates will occur in the wrong direction, driving motor output further and further away from that necessary to counter the mirror reversal. By contrast, there is no such difficulty associated with learning an updated forward model under the mirror reversal and therefore forward-model--based learning can occur without any issue. H: Response of direct policy learning to errors resulting from a mirror reversal. In response to a leftward error, motor output is shifted rightwards, exactly as in (E). Under the mirror reversal, however, this shift leads to an increase in error on the next trial.
In the fourth block, we imposed a mirror reversal of cursor feedback about the y--axis. Participants were 101 briefed on the nature of the mirror perturbation immediately before the start of this block. Critically, in 102 order to isolate implicit adaptation, we instructed participants to aim their hand directly through the 103 target, rather than trying to guide the mirrored cursor through the target, even though the cursor might 104 miss it. This approach that has been demonstrated to successfully isolate implicit components of 105 adaptation (Kim et al., 2018; Morehead et al., 2015) . All participants but one were successful in following 106 this instruction, as evidenced by their performance at off--axis targets, where they aimed their hand 107 towards the target, causing the cursor to move away from the target, on 98.1±0.5% of off--axis trials, 108
(mean±SEM for the 11/12 participants included in the analysis). One participant, however, committed 109 frequent errors of this kind (13.8 % of off--axis target trials) and we therefore excluded this participant's 110 data from all subsequent analysis. 111 reaching movements to off--axis targets (yellow and blue). For reaching movements to on--axis targets 114 (orange and purple), however, small initial deviations tended to be amplified from trial to trial, rather than 115 corrected, as illustrated in 2D. These deviations tended to saturate at around 20--30° away from the axis, 116 Behavior of this participant was similar to that observed across the population as a whole ( Figure  3A) , 119 with small deviations becoming amplified, resulting in a drift away from the mirroring axis (0° in Figure  120 3A). The direction of this drift varied across participants, directed either clockwise or counterclockwise 121
(negative or positive values, respectively, on the same panel). However, the absolute directional error for 122 reaches to the two on--axis targets increased significantly from baseline to late adaptation (2.5±0.2° in 123 baseline vs. 17.8±1.3° in the last two mirror training blocks (6 th and 7 th ), p <10 --6 , shown in Figure  3D ). A 124 post--hoc analysis showed that the direction of the initial deviations and subsequent drift generally 125 followed directional biases of baseline hand movements in almost every case (for 10/11 participants for 126 the "up", 90° target, and 8/11 participants for the "down", 270° target as shown in Figure  3C ). Although 127 participants generally showed a monotonic drift that was either consistently clockwise or 128 counterclockwise relative to the target, a small number of participants (2/11 at the "up" target and 1/11 129 at the "down" target) reversed the direction of their drift between the first and fourth training block, as 130 illustrated in Figure3A. 131
Before the 8 th (penultimate) block, visual feedback was removed and participants were reminded to keep 132 aiming their hand through the target. The example participant in Figure  2 (gray, trials 141--165) exhibited 133 strong, slowly--decaying aftereffects during this block. This pattern was consistent across the whole group 134 of participants, which showed strong aftereffects during the no--visual--feedback block (absolute  reaching  135 angle on the first post--learning cycle: 16.2±0.9° vs. 4.1±0.4° for the no--visual--feedback baseline (block 2), 136 p <10 --7 ). Furthermore, these aftereffects closely matched the amount of drift during the last exposure 137 block (last 20 adaptation trials) as shown in blue in Figure 3B (linear fit between subject--averaged reaching 138
angles during the last exposure block and the first aftereffect cycle: slope = 0.88 (95% c.i.: [0.66, 1.10], R 2 139 = 0.90, p<10 --5 ). These aftereffects persisted throughout the no--visual--feedback block, decaying slowly, 140 and were only completely extinguished once veridical feedback was restored, as shown in Figure  3A . This 141 gradual decay of aftereffects is a key signature of implicit adaptation (Galea et al., 2010; Kitago et al., 142 2013) and thus confirms that the change in behavior during the exposure blocks was attributable to 143 implicit adaptation. 144
In summary, this experiment showed that implicit adaptation was unable to reduce performance errors 145 under mirror--reversed visual feedback; instead, it amplified initially small errors, driving reaching 146 movements away from the mirroring axis, where they remained until visual feedback was removed. This 147 pattern of behavior is consistent with implicit adaptation occurring through direct policy updating but not 148 with implicit adaptation being an indirect consequence of updates to an internal forward--model. 149
Allowing participants to use strategy does not prevent error amplification to targets on 150 the mirroring axis 151 It has been well established that learning to compensate for an imposed perturbation is not solely due to 152 implicit adaptation, but is also attributable in part to explicit re--aiming of movements ( we ran a second group of participants which had an identical training schedule with one major difference: 155 upon briefing participants about the nature of the upcoming mirror perturbation after the third block, we 156 instructed them to do their best to bring the cursor through the target (rather than to ignore the cursor 157 and bring their hand to the target, as for the first group). We refer to this group as the Free--aim group, in 158 contrast to the first group, which we refer to as the Target--aim group. Similar to the Target--aim group, 159
the Free--aim group showed an increase in errors for the on--axis targets, as shown in Figure 3D ,E (2.7±0.2° 160 in baseline vs. 18.0±2.1° in the last two blocks of adaptation, p <10 --5 ). Despite the contrasting instructions, 161
behavior was not significantly different between the two groups (2--way ANOVA for subject--averaged 162 effect of time (p<10 --8 ) but no effect of group (p = 0.86), nor a time x group interaction, p = 1.00). 164
Figure 4. Adaptive changes to a mirror reversal when reaching to off--axis targets are consistent with direct policy learning, not forward--model--based learning or proprioceptive shifts. A: Expected pattern of changes in reach direction based on proprioceptive shift of the starting position (thick orange lines) vs. direct policy learning adaptive changes (thick green lines). If the observed adaptive changes were due to a leftward shift in the perceived location of the hand at the start of each movement (Sober & Sabes, 2003) would lead to systematic shift of all movements towards the rightward target. By contrast, drifts due to errant direct policy learning would always be directed away from the mirroring axis. Shading covers the area between baseline and adapted trajectories, to highlight the predicted direction of changes. B: Average reaching trajectories in Experiment 2 during baseline (thin black lines) and asymptote training (last two blocks; thick lines). Red: off--axis targets close to the mirroring axis; magenta: off--axis targets far from the mirroring axis; gray: targets on the mirroring axis or perpendicular to it. Arrows show the direction of adaptive changes as a result of training. Shading highlights these changes in a similar way to (A). C: Trial--to--trial adaptation away from the mirroring axis for targets close to and far from the mirroring axis (red and magenta, respectively, as in A; darker shades illustrate the last block of training
Prior to the 8 th block, participants were instructed to disengage any deliberate compensation strategies, 165 and instead aim their hand through the cursor, and visual feedback was removed for this block. 166
Participants exhibited aftereffects (absolute reaching angle on the first post--learning cycle: 15.3±1.8° vs. 167 4.3±0.4° for the no--visual--feedback baseline (block 2), p <10 --4 ) and the magnitude of the aftereffects 168 matched the amount of late adaptation, as suggested by a linear relationship with a slope close to 1 (red 169
in Figure  3B , linear fit between last adaptation block and the first aftereffect cycle: slope = 0.87 (95% c.i. 170
: [0.67, 1.07]), R 2 = 0.90, p < 10 --5 ). To systematically compare aftereffects in the two groups, we performed 171 a 2--way ANOVA for subject--averaged absolute errors, using time (last adaptation block vs. first aftereffect 172 cycle) and group (Free--aim vs. Target--aim) as factors; there was no main effect of time (p=0.57), group (p 173 = 0.74), or any time x group interaction (p = 0.87). 174
These aftereffects demonstrate that implicit adaptation occurred at the on--axis targets, and that this 175 errant learning could not be countered by the explicit system during learning even though participants 176
were allowed to adopt a strategy. This stands in contrast to the relative ease by which participants 177 minimized error in the off--axis targets, as illustrated by smaller absolute errors than the on--axis targets 178 (7.9±1.5° in the last two adaptation blocks for the off--axis targets, compared to 18.0±2.1° for the on--axis 179 targets, p =0.0042), suggesting that the limited use of explicit strategies was restricted to the on--axis 180 targets. 181 Implicit adaptation drives movement away from mirroring axis at off--axis targets 182 The pattern of behavioral shifts we observed in Experiment 1 was consistent with the idea that implicit 183 adaptation drove changes to behavior in an unstable manner. However, a limitation of Experiment 1 is 184 that, given their baseline biases to one side of other of the mirroring axis ( Figure  3C ), participants might 185 never have sampled movements that would have led to successful target acquisition, and thus would not 186 have been able to learn an accurate forward model prediction for those movements and therefore would 187 not have known to select them. It is possible, therefore that even forward--model--based learning might 188
have failed under the protocol of Experiment 1. 189
To address this limitation, we ran a second experiment, Experiment 2, which employed 12 different 190 directions equally spaced around the circle, instead of the four used in Experiment 1. Targets were 191 symmetrically positioned across the mirroring axis ( Figure 4A) perceived to be to the left of the starting position, this would lead to a clockwise bias at the "up" target 199 and a counter--clockwise bias at the "down" target, as illustrated in Figure  4C , which we indeed observed 200 for many of our subjects, as in the example given in Figure 2C . Other patterns of shifts might also be 201 explicable in terms of misestimated initial limb posture (Sober & Sabes, 2003) . This potential alternative 202 explanation for the results of Experiment 1 could be ruled out by assessing behavior across a broader 203 range of targets ( Figure  4AB ). 204
Participants completed 32 cycles of exposure to the mirror reversal with this set of targets. We focused 205 our analysis on targets along the eight non--cardinal directions. At these targets, under forward--model--206 based learning, behavior should ultimately converge across the mirroring axis from the target location; 207 under direct policy learning, behavior should shift away from the mirroring axis, increasing cursor error 208 ( Figure  4A ). 209
We found that, for targets on the eight non--cardinal directions, there was a clear change in reach direction 210 away from the mirroring axis (targets 30° away from mirroring axis, red in Figure 4BC : 1.4±0.4° vs. 211
13.1±1.1° for baseline vs. asymptote adaptation, p = 0.000002; targets 60° away from mirroring axis, 212 magenta in Figure 4BC : --0.4±0.3° vs. 5.3±0.9°, p = 0.0001), in line with predictions of direct policy learning 213 but inconsistent with forward--model--based learning. Our Experiment 2 data also cannot be explained by 214 a proprioceptive shift, since movements became biased away from the mirroring axis in both the left and 215
right half--plane, inconsistent with a proprioceptive shift which would predict shifts in a similar direction 216 for targets on opposite sides of the mirroring axis ( Figure  4A respectively. This is far beyond the limits implied by saturation of implicit adaptation. 224
The issue of saturation of learning raises an important alternative explanation for the results of 225 Experiment 2. We have assumed that, under forward--model--based learning, participants should be able 226
to eventually learn an accurate forward model under a mirror--reversal and should therefore eventually 227 be able to apply appropriate compensation. At intermediate points during learning, however, a partially 228 adapted forward model would actually lead participants to select actions further away from the correct 229 solution than at baseline -similar to our expectations for direct policy updating ( Figure 5A ). Saturation of 230 learning might prevent participants from progressing beyond this intermediate state, potentially 231 accounting for participants' failure to compensate for the mirror--reversal and the apparent instability of 232 learning. 233
To examine this possibility, we ran a further experiment, Experiment 3, which focused on targets in a 234 narrow but densely sampled area around the mirroring axis (between --7.5° and 7.5° about the 90 and 270 235 directions, in 2.5° increments, see Figure 5B ). Potential limitations in adapting the forward model of 236
around 15--25° should not preclude accurate learning of the forward model within this narrow range of 237 targets, since the largest adaptive change required is just 15° - in contrast to Experiment 2 where the 238 adaptive change required was at minimum 60°, far in excess of the apparent limits of implicit adaptation. 239 Forward--model--based learning thus ought to be able to successfully adapt within this narrow range of 240 targets, even given possible limited extent of learning, whereas we expected instability under direct policy 241 learning. 242
Participants' behavior was still unstable for this set of targets, with absolute error increasing as training 243 progressed (2.6±0.1° during baseline vs. 19.3±2.6° during the last training block, p=0.0002, Figure  5F ), 244 consistent with our predictions for direct policy learning. Contrary to our expectations, we observed two 245 distinct regimes of instability in participants' behavior: in some instances, trajectories to opposing targets 246 diverged away from the mirroring axis (expansion, Figure 5C --E), as we expected. In other instances, 247
however, trajectories to targets on both sides of the mirroring axis moved roughly in parallel towards one 248 direction or the other (shift, Figure  5C --E). Some participants exhibited mixtures of these phenomena, i.e. 249 a simultaneous shift and expansion, and patterns of behavior for upward and downward sets of targets 250
for the same participant were also not necessarily the same. 251
Regardless of the specific pattern of divergence, we found that there was always a strong the relationship 252 between target and motor output ( Figure  5G ; R 2 values for linear fit all >0.87). Linear fits allowed us to 253 quantify expansion as an increase in the slope of this relationship, and shift as an offset ( Figure 5H ). Across 254 all participants we found both a significant slope increase (upward targets: 1.17±0.05 in baseline vs. 255
1.87±0.30 in asymptote, p = 0.032; downward targets: 1.14±0.04 in baseline vs. 1.92±0.30 in asymptote, 256 p = 0.029) and increase in the absolute offset ("up" targets: 0.5±0.1° in baseline vs. 18.8±3.5° in 257 asymptote, p = 0.0010; "down" targets: 0.5±0.1° in baseline vs. 16.3±3.2° in asymptote, p = 0.0013) as 258 illustrated in Figure  5H . 259
Although the instability of learning across even a narrow range of targets appears inconsistent with 260 forward--model--based learning, we reasoned that it might be possible that interference (generalization) 261 of learning either side of the mirroring axis might have impaired forward--model--based learning: clockwise 262 learning at a target on one side of the axis might be offset by generalization of counterclockwise learning 263 at a target on the opposite side. This interference might prevent participants from ever being able to learn 264 an accurate forward model. To examine whether such an explanation could credibly account for the 265 behavior we observed in Experiment 3, we simulated behavior in the protocol tested in Experiment 3 266 using either forward--model--based or direct policy learning. Our simulations were based on standard state--267 space models of learning employing a linear combination of Gaussian basis function (Donchin et al., 2003) , 268 with saturation implemented by limiting the weights associated with each basis function (See  Materials  269 and Methods for details). 270
We observed both expansions and shifts in simulations of both models. The extent and likelihood of 271 expanding or shifting depended on the exact sequence of targets experienced as well as on the model 272 parameters (learning rate η, basis function width σ, and extent of saturation uasymptote; see Figure  6 for 273 examples). However, only the simulations based on direct policy learning predicted the preserved linear 274 relationship we observed between target direction and movement direction ( Figure 6C ,D versus G,H). 275
Simulations assuming forward--model--based learning predicted non--linear patterns of behavior with often 276 Figure 5H Figure  6C , left). These abrupt transitions 277 are a direct consequence of using the forward model to select a motor command given the target -278
Figure 6: Simulations of forward--model--based learning and direct policy learning. A--D: Simulations of forward-model--based learning are inconsistent with the data and well--characterized attributes of implicit adaptation. The colormap indicates the # of pseudorandom simulations (out of 100) that resulted in expansion (slope >1.25) and smooth behavior (dispersion of differences across targets <6, see
particularly when the forward model predicts multiple potential actions yielding the same outcome. 279
To more systematically determine whether either class of model could account for our experimental data, 280
we systematically varied the parameters of the simulated models (learning rate η, basis function width σ, 281
and extent of saturation uasymptote) over a wide range and assessed whether each model could qualitatively 282
reproduce two of the main features of our data shown in Figure  5G ,H: expansion, characterized by an 283 increase in the slope of the relationship between target and asymptotic motor output direction, and a 284 strong linearity in the same relationship. To assess whether simulation results reflected the linearity and 285 smoothness of this relationship as we found in the data, we characterized the simulated target/output 286 relationships in terms of the dispersion (standard deviation) of differences between neighboring targets, 287 D. This metric better captured the systematic nonlinearities in behavior predicted by forward--model--288 based learning than simply computing squared residual error. We considered a D above 6 to be 289 inconsistent with our data (based on distribution observed in the data, Figure 5I ). Furthermore, we 290 assessed whether the model predictions were consistent with well--established properties of implicit 291 adaptation, specifically the rate of adaptation, maximum extent of adaptation, and generalization to 292 neighboring directions when implicit adaptation is driven by a constant error under an error--clamp 293 paradigm (Morehead et al., 2017) . 294
For forward--model--based learning, there was no overlap between parameters that could qualitatively 295 account for our data under mirror--reversal, and parameters that could account for error--clamp behavior; 296 simulation runs that predicted a linear expansion of motor output were very rare for an imposed 297 asymptote of 15° ( Figure  6A ) and non--existent for asymptotes of 20° ( Figure  6B ) and 25° (Supplementary 298 Figure  4 ). By contrast, there was broad overlap for the direct--policy--learning model between parameters 299 that accounted for our data and parameters that accounted for error--clamp behavior (Figure  6E,F) . We 300 thus conclude that forward--model--based learning cannot account for our experimental observations, 301 while they are naturally accounted for by the direct--policy--updating model. 302
Discussion
303
Two potential explanations have previously been proposed for the mechanism of error--driven motor 304 adaptation. One explanation is that observed errors are used to update a forward model which predicts 305 the outcome of efferent motor commands, and that this forward model is then used to guide selection of 306 future actions (forward--model--based learning). An alternative explanation is that observed errors are 307 used to directly update a policy that specifies motor output (i.e. a reach direction) for each possible target 308 learning approaches a steady state (cycles 13--24, to match Experiment 3), for different parameter values (all 100 simulations for each parameter combination are shown in each panel). Note three distinct modes of behavior: shift (moving the target/output relationship one direction or the other without appreciably changing the slope); learning the inverted map, at least close to the mirroring axis (negative slope around 0, as in C, right); and in some cases expansion for all targets, (e.g. in some simulations in C, left); however, that expansion is defined by a characteristic S--shape in the target/output relationship, a form incompatible with our data (compare to Figure  5H ). E--H: same as A--D but for direct policy learning, illustrating a wide array of model parameters compatible with our data. location (direct policy learning). Which of these theories best describes the underlying mechanism of 309 adaptation has never been adequately resolved. Instead, recent progress in our understanding of 310 adaptation has focused on building quantitative models of trial--by--trial learning (while remaining agnostic 311 to the mechanism) ( Our experiments revisit the question of the mechanism of adaptation, while taking care to isolate implicit 315 adaptation from explicit contributions to compensation for an applied perturbation. We identified mirror--316 reversal as a critical condition under which forward--model--based learning could be distinguished from 317 direct policy learning: whereas forward--model based learning ought to be able to adapt to a mirror 318 reversal, direct policy learning will not, with trial--by--trial learning driving reaches away from the ideal 319 direction. Though the results of our first experiment seemed inconsistent with forward--model--based 320 learning, we considered numerous potential explanations as to how forward--model--based learning could 321 have led to the observed behavior. We ran Experiment 2 to address the possibility that failure to 322 compensate for the mirror--reversal in Experiment 1 was due to participants not having an opportunity to 323
learn an appropriate forward model for the appropriate actions. We ran Experiment 3 to address the 324 possibility that failure to compensate for the mirror--reversal in Experiment 2 was due to the limited extent 325
to which a forward model could be recalibrated. Finally, we ran simulations to address the possibility that 326 limited extent of learning, coupled with destructive interference between targets either side of the 327 mirroring axis might have impaired the ability to compensate for the mirror--reversal under forward--328 model--based learning. Despite these efforts, we were unable to find any evidence to support the theory 329 that implicit adaptation is driven by updating of an internal forward model which is then used to guide 330 action selection. Instead, our findings are strongly consistent with the theory that adaptation occurs 331 through direct updating of a control policy. 332
We would like to emphasize that the goal of our experiments was not to study how participants learn to 333 compensate for a mirror reversal of visual feedback (which has been extensively examined elsewhere 334 ( we used a mirror reversal to probe the properties of implicit adaptation. It has, however, been suggested 336 that participants learn to compensate for mirror--reversal through a different mechanism than for 337 visuomotor rotation (Telgen et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2020) . Does this mean that the implicit learning we 338 observed under mirror reversal might be qualitatively different than that which operates under a rotation 339 perturbation? We consider this possibility very unlikely. Implicit adaptation seems to involuntarily adjust 340 motor output in response to sensory prediction errors, and experienced sensory prediction error itself 341 carries no information about the kind of perturbation that gave rise to it. To recruit distinct implicit 342 adaptation systems for different types of perturbations, the motor system would need to somehow 343 implicitly recognize the kind of perturbation that gave rise to the sensory prediction error. Furthermore, 344 if the motor system were to use forward--model--based learning under a visuomotor rotation but switch to 345
an alternate adaptation mechanism under a mirror reversal, this would be paradoxical since it would mean 346 that the motor system switches away from a learning mechanism that could cope with mirror reversal 347
(forward--model--based learning) in favor of one that cannot. Thus, we believe that the implicit adaptation 348
we observed under a mirror--reversal is the same as is engaged under a visuomotor rotation. Ultimately, 349 the qualitative differences between learning under a mirror--reversal and learning under a visuomotor 350 rotation likely arise because implicit adaptation is incapable of learning to compensate for a mirror 351 reversal and participants must therefore engage other learning mechanisms with qualitatively different 352
properties. 353
Relation to previous work on mirror--reversal learning 354 Our core observation - that adaptive responses exacerbate errors under a mirror reversal, rather than 355
reducing them - has been demonstrated many times previously ( implicit and explicit contributions to learning. In principle, mal--adaptation could be attributable to 360 misguided explicit compensation, rather than implicit adaptation. Our interpretation that the increase in 361 errors is attributable to implicit adaptation is, however, recapitulated by a recent study examining implicit 362
and explicit contributions to learning under mirror--reversal by collecting aiming reports (Wilterson &  363 Taylor, 2019) (though the veracity of such aiming reports for assessing implicit learning has recently been 364 called into question (Maresch & Donchin, 2019) ). Several other studies have also shown that, although 365 error tends to increase during the first few trials of exposure to a mirror reversal, errors start to decrease 366 later in learning (Lillicrap et al., 2013; Wilterson & Taylor, 2019) . This reversal may be attributable to 367 learning a revised sensitivity derivative linking observed error to a corrective update (Abdelghani & 368 Tweed, 2010; Kasuga et al., 2015) or to downregulation of implicit adaptation in favor of an explicit 369 solution. The results of Experiment 1a suggest, however, that implementing an explicit strategy along the 370 mirroring axis might be difficult - perhaps because explicit compensation also tends to be applied in an 371 inappropriate direction. 372 Forward--model--based learning 373 Forward--model--based learning was originally proposed by Jordan and Rumelhart as a simple and effective 374 solution to the distal error problem (Jordan & Rumelhart, 1992) . Their key insight was that, although it is 375 challenging to learn a policy by gradient descent using task errors, due to the mismatch between sensory 376 coordinates of the observed error and the motor coordinates of the required teaching signal (the "distal 377 learning problem"), there is no such difficulty associated with learning a forward model. Thus a fruitful 378 general strategy for learning a controller is to first focus on learning a forward model. 379
Although the benefits of forward--model--based learning have influenced thinking about human motor 380 learning, the question of how exactly a learned forward model might influence action selection has been 381 neglected. One possibility is that the forward model could be used to simulate the outcomes of different 382 motor commands and then selecting the one with the best outcome (Haruno et al., 2001 ; R Christopher 383 Miall & Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998) . Alternatively, a learned forward model might be used 384 to appropriately translate observed task errors into errors in motor errors (Jordan & Rumelhart, 1992) to 385 serve as a teaching signal for updating a policy. This latter approach has the advantage that the forward 386 model need not be perfectly learned in order to successfully improve action selection. It is worth noting, 387 however, that similar learning of "sensitivity derivatives" relating task errors and motor errors can be 388 learned through experience without needing to learn a forward model at all (Abdelghani et al., 2008) ). 389
While this latter formulation does not necessarily require that the forward model is learned perfectly, 390 they do require that the forward model is learned before a suitable controller can be learned. In line with 391 this idea, it has been argued that forward--model prediction during an adaptation task is acquired more 392 rapidly than the controller (Flanagan et al., 2003) using grip--force / load--force coupling as the indicator of 393 prediction. However, it has previously been shown that, in a similar adaptation task, early adjustments of 394 grip force may be driven by components non--specific to the adaptation task, but which would give the 395 appearance of rapid grip force adaptation (Hadjiosif & Smith, 2015) . Thus, despite some claims, there is 396 little evidence to suggest that a forward model is learned before learning a policy to perform the task. 397
Other than direct policy learning, an alternative architecture that would also have trouble adapting to a 398 perturbation characterized by a flipped sensitivity derivative, like a mirror reversal, is the feedback--error--399
learning model (Albert & Shadmehr, 2016; Kawato, 1990; Kawato & Gomi, 1992) . The feedback--error--400 learning hypothesis posits that feedback motor commands act as a training signal for updating the 401 controller (since the correction is a motor command that ought to be similar to the error in the initial 402 motor output). This scheme would also be unable to adapt under a mirror reversal, since the feedback 403 controller would also fail to account for the flipped sensitivity derivative; feedback motor commands and, 404
consequently, changes in feedforward motor commands, would thus be in the opposite direction from 405 what is needed. In our experiments, however, we used a task design in which feedback corrections were 406 minimized (if they occurred at all), making feedback--error learning a very unlikely explanation for the 407 adaptive changes we observed. 408
Neural basis of implicit adaptation 409 A longstanding theory of the neural basis of adaptation suggests that internal models for motor control 410 are encoded in the strengths of synaptic connections between cerebellar Purkinje cells and parallel fibers. 411
When an error is experienced, strong discharges from climbing fibers (originating in the inferior olive) 412 carry error information to the corresponding Purkinje cells, resulting in complex spike activity in the 413
Purkinje cells. Complex spike activity may in turn alter the strength of parallel--fiber connections in such a 414 way as to update the internal model (Albus, 1971; Marr & Thach, 1991) . Recent findings about the role of 415 cerebellar Purkinje cells in adaptation shed more light in how such a mechanism might work (Herzfeld  et  416 al., 2018). Specifically, it was found that the error--signaling complex spikes result in changes to simple 417 spike activity in Purkinje cells only along the dimension of the particular cell's preferred error, with cells 418 responsive to leftward errors only resulting in rightward shifts in motor output and vice versa. These 419 findings are not necessarily incompatible with direct policy learning, as such hard--wired associations 420 between error direction and correction direction could reflect a fixed sensitivity derivative to errors. 421 Is there any role for a forward model in adaptation? 422 While we have argued that implicit adaptation does not result from the inversion of an updated forward 423 model, it is important to clarify that we are not arguing against the existence of forward models, or against 424 the idea that they may play an important role in implicit adaptation. There is substantial evidence, both 425 behavioral and neurophysiological, that the brain uses an internal forward model to maintain instructed to return to the starting position. During the return movement, we replaced cursor feedback 468 with a circle, centered on the start location, whose diameter indicated the distance, but not exact location, 469 of the (hidden) cursor, in order to avoid any learning during the return movement. To facilitate return 470 movements, an air jet positioned above the start position blew a narrow stream of air downwards that 471 participants could feel on their hand. 472
During the experiment, velocity was monitored by the experimenter. To ensure that participants were 473 moving at a brisk speed, participants were encouraged to adjust their movement speed if they were being 474 excessively slow or fast. 475
For all experiments, participants were informed of the nature of the mirror reversal right before the block 476 in which it was first imposed. In Experiments 1, 2 and 3, participants were instructed to keep aiming their 477 hand through the target (Target--aim groups) -even if that meant the cursor could deviate from the target. 478
In Experiment 1a, participants were instructed to try to get the cursor through the target (Free--aim group). 479
All experiments consisted of 9 blocks, between which short rest breaks were given. transition occurred in the middle of a cycle (after 20 trials), rather than after a complete cycle. However, 489 this did not significantly affect the results since data from these trials were not part of our main analysis. 490
For the remaining participants in Experiment 3 this was corrected so that the transition occurred after 16 491 trials (one cycle). 492 Data analysis 493 Analysis was performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick MA). Position data were smoothed by filtering 494 through a 3 rd order Savitzky--Golay filter with a window size of 9 samples (69ms). The main outcome 495 variable extracted from the data was the reaching angle relative to the target direction, measured at 496 target distance (12cm). 497
For Experiments 1 and 1a, we focused on adaptation for the two targets on the mirroring axis. For these 498 targets, the direction of the (mal--adaptive) drift was inconsistent across participants. Therefore, to 499 aggregate data across participants, we used absolute error as the primary measure of adaptive changes. 500
For Experiment 2, we focused on adaptation for the eight targets not in cardinal directions. These targets 501 lied 30° or 60° away from the mirroring axis and used signed error as the primary measure of adaptive 502 changes, flipping the sign as appropriate so that a positive error always indicated adaptive changes away 503 from the mirroring axis. 504
For Experiment 3, we focused on the adaptive changes for the two sets of targets about the up/down 505 directions. As in Experiment 1, we quantified learning in terms of the absolute error. However, to more 506 precisely characterize the nature of adaptive changes we also fit a linear relationship between target 507 direction and hand movement output. This yielded two parameters for each direction 508 (upward/downward) for each participant: a slope and an offset. We refer to increases in the slope as 509 expansion, and changes in the offset as a shift. 510 511 We analyzed trials along the horizontal targets to monitor adherence to the aiming instructions for 512
Data inclusion criteria
Experiments 1, 2, and 3. For example, if the participant were aiming their hand through the target in spite 513 of cursor errors as was the instruction in Experiment 1, the off--axis targets would show a cursor error of 514 about 180°, whereas if they were not following the instruction the cursor error would be closer to 0°. This 515 resulted in a bimodal distribution of reach directions along the horizontal targets, making it easy to detect 516 trials in which participants failed to follow this instruction (See Supplementary  Figure  1 ). We classified 517
horizontal trials as out of line with instructions if the movement direction was closer to the opposing 518 target (i.e. hand direction error >90°). Errors of this kind were rather rare (average on participants included 519 in analysis: 2.4%), with the exception of four participants (one in Experiment 1, one in Experiment 2, and 520 two in Experiment 3) who had such errors on more than 10% of horizontal--target trials during mirror 521 adaptation. We excluded these four participants from our final analysis. A supplementary analysis 522
including these participants is provided in Supplementary  Figure  2 showing that they behaved in a way 523 similar to the rest of the population, and thus retaining their data would not have altered our conclusions. 524
In addition, one participant in Experiment 3 was excluded due to erratic reaching behavior, which was in 525 line with neither forward--model--based nor direct--policy--update--based learning but likely reflected large 526 trunk postural adjustments during the experiment. This participant's data are shown and discussed in 527
Supplementary Figure  3 . 528
Finally, for trials to targets other than the horizontal ones, in all experiments, we excluded as outliers trials 529
for which the absolute error was >75°; these trials constituted a very small fraction of the total (0.46%). 530
Statistics
531
Within each group, we compared adaptation during baseline with adaptation during late learning using 532 paired 2--tailed t--tests. To investigate the effect of instruction (Experiment 1 vs 1a) we used a 2x2 ANOVA 533 with group (target--aim vs. free--aim group) and time (baseline vs. late learning) as factors, whereas we 534 used a similar 2x2 ANOVA to investigate the relationship between aftereffects and late adaptation with 535 group (target--aim vs. free--aim group) and time (last training block vs. first aftereffects cycle) as factors. 536
Simulating direct--policy--update and forward--model based learning 537 Forward--model based learning 538 We assume that the forward model, " , which approximates the relationship, , between motor 539 commands, and their sensory outcome, = ( ), is constructed as a linear sum of non--linear basis Here, individual basis functions + are combined according to weights + which can change during 544 adaptation to build an improved approximation to the perturbed sensorimotor map. 545
In our simulations, we modeled adaptation of the forward model by assuming the motor system is using 546 gradient descent to minimize a function C of the error, such as 547 = 1 2 ( − * ) 4 , 549
(Equation 2) 548
where y* is the desired sensory output. Assuming that the motor system tries to select a motor command 550 that would yield the desired sensory outcome y* by inverting the forward model at (, we can substitute 551 ( ( = * ), which makes the learning rule that minimizes C equal to Thus, like in forward model learning, the direct--policy--update--based learning update will be countering 571 he sensory prediction error, − (, times a learning rate ; however, this will also need to be multiplied 572 by the sensitivity derivative => =? . Without a mechanism to learn the sensitivity derivative, the motor system 573 can only rely on simple rules about the sign and magnitude of the sensitivity derivative, i.e. here, => =? is a 574 constant. 575
To simulate forward--model--based and direct policy learning, we modeled the learning basis functions as 576
Gaussian kernels: 577
The centers of each basis function, + and + above, were uniformly distributed around the mirroring axis 579
with a spacing of 0.05°. The widths of these kernels, ? and > were left as open parameters. 580
To model saturation in learning, we saturated the basis function weights using a sigmoidal function: 581 GHI = 1 − 8K 1 + 8K 582
The asymptotic limit of adaptative changes in motor output, M?I,HG>NOIMIP linearly scales with : 583 M?I,HG>NOIMIP = √2 / 584 where is the width of the corresponding basis function ( or , correspondingly) and is the spacing 585 between consecutive basis functions (0.05° in our simulations). 586
For forward--model--based learning we used sensory--prediction error to drive learning ( − (); for direct--587 policy--update--based learning, we used task error ( − * ). 588
To select an action in each trial, under forward--model--based learning, we selected the action which the 589 forward model predicted would lead to the desired outcome. In cases where multiple motor commands 590 were predicted to lead to the same expected sensory outcome, we chose the motor command closest to 591 the origin. 592 To identify possible model parameters, we systematically examined behavior for a range of values for the 593 and parameters (Specifically, for forward--model--based learning: ∈ [4°, 14°] in 0.5° increments, and 594 ∈ [1,14] × 10 8\ (for 15° asymptote simulations) or ∈ [1,32] × 10 8\ (for 20° asymptote simulations) 595 in 0.5 × 10 8\ increments; for direct policy learning: ∈ [5°, 14°] in 0.5° increments, and ∈ 596
[0.5,12] × 10 8\ in 0.5 × 10 8\ increments). For each pair of parameters ( , ) and for each of the two 597 models, we ran 100 simulations, each with a different random target order. Specifically, we randomized 598 the order of the 7 targets within each cycle, for a total of 24 cycles (168 trials), to match the number of 599 training cycles in Experiment 3. We also included motor noise in our simulations by adding zero--mean 600
Gaussian noise to the outgoing motor commands, with a standard deviation of 3.2° based on baseline 601
data. As in our analysis of Experiment 3, we used the last two "blocks" (last 12 cycles) as a measure of 602 asymptote adaptation. 603
To classify which simulations led to expansion, we set a criterion that the resulting slopes of the target -604 output relationship should be greater than 1.25. To estimate values for ( , ) that are compatible with 605
